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TESTS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAl.'iS:
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY FOR DIFFERENT MIXTUHIOS.
Introduction.
During this era of the extensive and rapidly increasing use
of reinforced concrete for nearly all kinds of construction, it
is becoming essential that more be knovm concerning this mater-
ial. Extensive tests have been carried on in the past few years
on the various properties of concrete. It is the object of this
thesis to determine the modulus of elasticity for various mix-
tures, as few, if any, tests have previously been made for this
purpose. Throughout this work, by modulus of elasticity, is
meant the relation which would exist between stress and deform-
ation if the concrete compresses imiformly at the rate it com-
presses for the lov;er stresses. This is often called the "initial
modulus of elasticity".
The modulus of elasticity has a direct bearing upon design
in reinforced concrete construction. In the first place the pos-
ition of the neutral axis depends, other conditions being the
sajne, upon the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. (This is
clearly brought out later in Part III.) The resisting moment in
a beam may be taken as equal to the stress carried by the steel
multiplied by the distance between the steel and the center of
gravity of the compressive forces in the concrete. It is now seen
that this last distance increases as the position of the neutral

axia rises ;aiid thiiD, vrith tho ca'io ntreso In tho oteol, tho ro-
Hiating moinont is p;roator for higher positions of the neutral
axis. In other words, upon the nodulus of elasticity of con-
crete depends the position of tho neutral axis, and the posit-
ion of the neutral axis is an important element in the design
of reinforced concrete structures.
So, as it is seen that the modulus of elasticity of con-
crete is an important factor of reinforced concrete design, it
is hoped that these results will give a fair idea of what can
be expected of concrete in that respect, and also, what effect
various mixtures have upon this property.
Six different mixtures v/ore tested, using reinforced con-
crete beams with plain reinforcement, and of standard dimen-
sions. At least two beams of each mixture were tested. All
beams were sixty days old and were made under unifor^n condit-
ions .
The following division of the v/ork will be made. I - The-
ory and Available Data, II - Materials, III - Observed Data
and Discussion of Results, IV - Conclusions, and V - Origi-
nal Readings and Curves.
V

3I. TIIMOKY AND AVAILADT-E DATA.
ModuluB of I'llaoticlty io a tori.i v/hich haa boon uood vory
looaoly in conneotioti with reinforcod concrete. It iu p;0no-
rally defined as the ratio of the unit Btreso to the unit
deformation within the elastic linit of the material. In
materials- having the property of proportionality of streas
and deformation, the raodulus of elasticity is constant, but
in materials having a variable strosc-dofornation relation,
like concrete, this v;ill not be true. However it is import-
ant that a definite expression for this bo used, no the name
"Initial Modulus of Elasticity," as used by Prof .Talbot in
Bulletin No. 4 of the University of Illinois Enginoerinr, Ex-
periment Station, is adopted. This expresses the relation
which would, exist between stress and deformation if the con-
crete compressed ixniformly at the rate it compresses for the
lov^er stresses.
The calculation of the position of the neutral axis and
of the deformations at the extreme fibers was based upon
the assumption that a plane section before bending remains
a pl8.ne section after bending. This work was done graphi-
cally from the observed readings of the extensometers and.
the known positions of the rollers with respect to the beam.
The deformation for unit of length was calculated by divid-
ing the total deformation by the distance between contact
points. These deformations used refer to the zero or init-
ial position of the beam under its o\Tn weight and that of
the loading apparatus at the time the load was first ap-
plied. In all calculations .002 vras assumed as the ulti-

matG unit deformation for conoroto. Thio, of couroe, ohould
not hold truo for all mixtureo, but. it wac found that, ao-
Quniin^ this value aa .0016, very littlo diffororico \va3 r.iado
in the modulus of olaotioity, and thoreforo .002 v/an used
throughout
.
In Bulletin No. 4 of the Univornity of Illinoin Enp;ineor-
ine Experiment Station, the following formula is deduced:
where
:
k = ratio of distance between compreBcion face and
neutral axis to distance "d".
p = percent of reinforcement.
n = = the ratio of the modulus of elasticity of
steel to that of concrete,
q = = ratio of deformation existin^^ in most re-
mote fiber to ultimate deformation.
From this formula values of " k'' were computed for ^ = .0005,
making q = ^> "n" being changed so that values of "k" v/ero
obtained for n = 10, 12, 15, 20 and 25.(Seo Table No.l)
These values were platted on a diagram as shovm on next page.
Thus we have a relation between the position of the neutral
axis and the modulus of elasticity, '^ho modulus of elastic-
ity of steol was taken at 30,000,000 Ib.por sq.in. In this
manner the modulus was obtained with t = .001 or q = — .
2
Stress in stee l :
-
The stress in the steel was found in two ways.
First: S = E^e^, or the modulus of elasticity of the
steel times the deformation in the steel.
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Table No.l.
Values of "k" for different values of "n"
n
P = .98 P = 1.53
q = 1/4 q = 1/2 q = 1/4 q = 1/2
10 .3600 .3014 .4350 .4476
12 .3950 .4085 .4635 .4780
15 .4290 .4432 .5000 .5162
20 .4760 .489R .5490 .5651
25 .5284 .6040
V

whoro
S = tensile ^tresr. in stool,
E = modulus of olaaticity of atool,
s
= unit deformation in stoel.
Sooond: - Reoiating Moment»
Tho internal reel a ting moment of
the beam rauat equal the external
moment, to inauro equilibrium.
The internal moment "M',' equals the
stress in tho steol,"sy tinea the
moment arm. Tho moment arm of the
internal couple is equal to the
distance d*
.
d' = d(l-.7).5k), when q = ^ .
See Bulletin No. 4 of the Uni-
versity of Illinois Engineering
Experiment Station, page 17.
Therefore, the internal moment,
M» = S d(l-.35K:)
whore M* = the internal moment,
S = stress in the steel,
d = effective depth of the beam,
k = ratio of distance between compression face
and neutral axis to distance "d".
WThe external moment = 4 X 12 X
^
M = 24W
M =
247/ '= S d(l-.35k) ^
Stress and deformation
distribution.

S =
S4W
d(l-. :551c)
For unit streaa in tho oteel this is divided by the
area of the steel.
Vertical Shear
:
-
Ac many of the beams failed in diagonal tension, the
vertical shear vras figured for each beam failing in this
manner.
As taken from Bulletin No. 4, heretofore mentioned, . the
V
shear in lb. per sn.in. =,—.,
bd
where V = the total vertical shear at the given section,
b = v;-idth of the beam,
d' = distance of the reinforcement from the center
of gravity of the compressive stresses.
Availabl e Data; -
As before stated, very little data could bo found which
had a direct bearing upon the relation of the modulus of
elasticity to various mixtures. Many tests have been made
which show the relation of unit deformation to applied loads,
from which the modulus of elasticity may be computed. Bul-
letins No.l and No.4 of the University of Illinois Engineer-
inf Experiment Sta^tion, contain some data along this line,
especially Bulletin No. 4. In this bulletin the value of the
modulus of elasticity of a 1-3-6 mixture is found. Curves
are also platte'd showing tho relation of *'n", which is the
ratio of the modulus of elasticity of the steel 't.o that of

thG concroto, to the poBition of the noi.it •iT aylo for dif-
feront perconta of reiuforcemont
.
It ifl also intorGoting to oboorve renultB in bulletin
No. 10 of tho University of Illinoic Engineorliip; Kxpori'-^ont
Station, which treats of concrete and reinforced concrete
columns. Althougli the conditions in the tests on colurons are
entirely different from those on "beams, tho results obtained
for the 'nodulus of elasticity permit of comparison for the
1-2-4 mixture. Results arc also given for tests performed
at the Watertov/n Arsenal. These last tests were on columns
averaging 100 days of age. Comparisons of these results and
those obtained in thia work vrill be made in Part IV.
V
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II. MATERIALS, TEST PTKCES AND TESTING.
T.laterifilo
.
In order that tho raatoriala should not diffor from
matorialo uaed in general practioo, the Gtono, aand and Chi-
cago kk cornent v;ere purchased in tho open market. Tho Univer-
sal cement and the reinforcing bars v^rere furnished through
the courtesy of the Illinois Steel Corr.pany. This cement Tvas
a part of a shipment to tho Illinois Traction System, and it
probably did not differ from that used in general practice.
Table No. 6 3ho?/'S which brand of cement was used for each beam.
Stone. - The stone used '.vas Kankakee limestone ordered
screened through a 1-in. screen and over a l/4-in. screen. The
percentage of voids in the stone v/as determined by filling a
vessel with the stone and then determining the amount of vmter
that could be put into tiie vessel with the stone. Th^ percen?-
tage of voids in the stone was found to be 4r5.0 per cent.
Table No. 2.
Analysis of Stone - Fineness.
Mesh Percent passing.
inches First trial Second trial
2 100.0 100.0
1 1/4 95. B 92.6
I 82.5 65.0
1/2 9.3 2.6
1/4 1.9 .9
1/8 1.0 0.7
All 0.0 0.1

//
Sand.- Tho imnd cano from ru^ar thf3 V/abanh Rivor at Attica,
Indiana, and while not vory fsharp , it v/as fairly clt3an and
of good quality.
The porconta/re of voido in t!ie nand a3 ahovm "by the teat
described for tho stone, was found to be ^P»G ne^' cent.
Table No. 3.
Analysis of Sand - Fineness.
oieve jno . rercenu pastJing.
e OP
A.U
IG 65.5
IB 56.1
20 43.0
30 27.3
40 17.9
50 12.5
74 5.6
150
'
1.4
'
200 1.1
Cement.- The cement used v/as Universal Portland cement,
vfith the exception of that used in Beams No. -415.1 and No.-
415.2, which were made of Chicago AA Portland cement. Table
No .4 gives the tensile strength of neat Universal cement, and
1:3 mortar. The briquettes vrero stored in damp air for one
day and under v/ater for the remainder of the time.

Table
Tonsilo Strength of Universal Portland Cemont.
nQX • Ultinate atronr,th •
—
<
- lb. per oq.in.
No. Age 7 days Ape 28 days
Neat 1:3 Mortar Neat 1:3 Mortar
X 560 185 585 320
O 450 165 660 250
3 500 190 655 295
4 460 185 705 255
5 545 175 665 260
6 520 200 605 315
Average 506 183 646 282
Prob . Error + 12.3 ± 3.3 ±12.0 ±8.6
The results shovjn in Table No.5_,as the results of the
fineness test of Universal Portland cement ^ are the average of
four tests.
Table No .5.
Analysis of Cement - Fineness.
Sieve No. Percent passing.
74 98.65
100 96.20
200 80.95
Steel.- The bars used in reinforcing the beams wore l/2 in.
in diameter, wijbh the exception of those used in Beams No.-
417.5 and No. -417.6, which were 5/8 in. in diameter. The ma-
terial used was raild steel having an elastic limit of 38»50C
lb.per sq.in. and a maximum breaking stren";th of 54,500 lb.
per sq.in., and a percent elongation in 8 in. of 31.5

17>
Conoreto.- Tlie concrete was of a good quality, being mixed
by men who had had considerable experience in concrete v;ork.
Test Beams,
The test beams used were all of standard size reccomendod
by the Joint Committee on Concrete and Reinforcod Concrete,
8 in. wide, 11 in. deep, and 13 ft. long over all, with a test
span of 12 ft. The beams were reinforced with four round rods,
the center of the reinforcement being placed 10 in. below the
top surface of the beam. l/2-in. mild steel smooth round rods
were used with the exception of the two beams noted before, the
cross-section of the steel being .785 sq.in. The effective
cross-section of the beam was 80 sq.in., making the proportion
of the steel, in terms of the cross-section of the beam above the
bars, .98 per cent. Bars 5/8 in. in diameter were used in beams
No. 417.5 and No. 417.6, the proportion of steel being 1.53
per cent. In determining the proportion of steel, no reduction
was made from the area of the beam., for the area taken by the
metal. The bars vrere placed in a horizontal position 2 in. apart
center to center, with their axes parallel to and 1 in. above the
lower face of the beam.
The number of beams which were made from each different
mixture, and the general data concerning the test beams is shov^Ti
in table No. 6.
V
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TnblG No. 6 .
Data on Teat Boap.B,
Beam
No.
Kind of
concrote
Age at test
days
Kind of
cement
.
Amount of
Re mforco-
ment
.
-!
Percent of
Reinforcornent
.
411 .5 1-1-2 58 Universal 4-l/2in.roixnd .98
411 .6 do 75 do do .98
411.1 do 77 do do .98
411.2 do 59 do do .98
412.5 1-1 1/2
-3 Broken in handlln .98
412.6 do 61 Universa1 do .98
413.5 1-2-4 57 do do .98
417.5 do 61 do 4-5/8in.roimd 1.53
417.6 do 63 do do 1.53
414.5 1-2-6 59 do 4-l/2in. round .98
414.6 do 61 do do ,98
415.1 1-4-8 75 Chicago AA do .98
415.2 do 62 do do .98
416.5 do 57 Universal do • 98
415.6 do 62 do do .98
416.5 do 65 do do .98
416.6 do 70 do do .98
Note ; - Owing to an oversight. Beams No. -411.6, 411,1,
415.1 and 416.6 v/ere not moved to the testing laboratory until
they Tj-ere considerably overdue.

Makinc of Beair.s
.
Tho beams wqrc nado diroctly on the floor of ihc: concrote
laboratory, a ctrip of building paper being firot fsproad on
tho floor. The forno were of 2-in. pine drosGed on all surfac-
es, tho endn being held in place by cleats on the sides. Braces
were placed every 3 ft. to prevent bulging during the tamping
of the concrete. Tho forms v/ore made rovorsible to prevent vmrp-
ing, being reversed each time they were used. The details of the
form are sho^vn in Fig. Z .
7^ /^/e'^yv
Details of Forns
.
All materials vrere measured by loose volume, s.nd the mix-
ing wa,s done by hand v;ith shovels. The cement and sand were
mixed dry on a large sheet-steel plate, the stone -was then
added. After the stone had mixed with the cement and sand,
water waa added, and. the mixture turned until a ujniform. consist-
\
t
ency was obtained. Som.etiraes the sand and stone were much wet-
ter than at other times, thus causing a wide variation in the
amount of v/ater used, as indicated in Table No. 7.
j|
The concrete was deposited in the forms in layers of about
3 in., each layer being thoroughly tamped. After each layer had ii
li
been tamped once a flat spade was forced between>the face of the i
form and the concrete, thus flushing the mortar to the rout side

of tho boam, fornilng; a nnooth Hurraco.
Table No. 7 .
Amount of Wator used in mixing Concrote.
Beam
No.
¥1 xttire
Stone Sand Cement Total Weigh', of
water
lbs
.
Percont of
v/ater to
total
411.5 1-1-2 725 408 346 1479 125 8.5
411.6 do 736 395 287 1418 144 10.2
411.1 do 671 378 342 1391 131 9.4
411.2 do 697 484 330 1511 148 9.8
412.6 1-1 1/2
-3 689 408 228 1325 112 8.5
413.5 1-2-4 770 463 102 1425 92 6.5
• ^417 .5 do 710 436 180 1335 100 7.5
,-417.6 do 726 486 189 1401 100 7.1
y414.5 1-3-6 724 434 130 1288 107 8.3
''414. G do 705 400 144 1249 100 8.0
,.415.1 1-4-0 771 410 97 1278 88 6.9
-415.2 do R46 421 90 1357 90 6.6
415.5 do 751 430 95 1276 88 6.9
^'415.
6
do 733 415 92 1240 87 7.0
"-416.5 1-5-10 830 458 82 1370 88 6.4
'416.6 do 834 439 72 1343 60 4.5
Storage.
The temperature of the laboratory in v/hich the beans were
stored was 40 to 70 degrees Fahrenheit. TIio forms were removed
when the beams were seven days old, and the beans left in place
until they were removed for testing. The boam.s were sprinkled
twice a day as long as they remained in the laboratory.
Beam. No. -412. 5 was broken in handling in the testing labor-
atory, before testing.
V

Details of Tonto.
Tho tentr. vrerc made on the 200,000-lb. Olson tooting, rriachine
in the Laboratory of Appllod Mechanicn of tho Univorclty of Ill-
inois.
The beams weighed about ICOO lb. each, and wore moved to and
from the machine by means of a portable crane provided with an
overhead track which supported two Inmning trolleys and tackles.
Tho beams were run along the table of tho nachino on a dolly and
lifted into place by two running, tackles supported by an overhead
track suspended from tho ceiling.
The beams were supported at each end by rocking supports . 12
ft. apart center to center and resting on the table of tho machine.
The tops of these supports v/ere curves of small radius, while their
bases were cylindrical surfaces of 12-in. radius. The supports
permitted a rooking action with changes in length of the lower
surface of the beam due to to its deflection. Bearing plates
1 in. X 4 in. X 8 in. were placed between the rocker and the beam,
a layer of plaster of paris being placed betv/een the plates and
the beam to over'-'ome any uneveness of the surface.
Similar bearing plates, resting on a cushion of plaster of
paris, were placed at each l/S point. On top of each of these plates
a 1 l/2-in. turned roller was placed with its axis at right ang-
les to the axis of the beam and directly over the l/o point. These
rollers were spanned by a 7-in. I-beam, vraoden blocks with steel
plates fastened to their bearing surface being placed betv/een the
beam and each roller. The load was transferred from tho head of
the machine to the I-beam by means of a knife -edge resting st the
middle of the I-beam.

Tlio defloctions at tho contor of tho boam worn obtained by
means of a fino thread ctretcliod between tv;o point n over the nup-
ports at tho middle of the depth of the boam, and pacming in front
of a mirror-scale placed at tho middle of the beam. Thio Bcale was
graduate ri to l/50-in. and was read by lining; up tho thread and its
reflection in the mirror. The thread v;ar. fastened at one end and
kept taut by moans of a suspended weight at tho other end.
Deformations in the upper and lower fibers vrore obtained by
means of the extensomotor apparatus shov.Tn in the scoompanying fig-
ure. ( page \9 ). The two yokes were placed symmetrically with res-
pect to the center of the span and 40 in. apart. The upper contact
points v;ere attached l/2 in. below the surface of the beam, and
the lower contact points at the level of the reinforcement, the
two contact being 9 l/2 in. apart. Tho centers of the upper dials
and rollers are in a straight line v;-ith tho axis of the yo!!:e, and
5 in. above the upper contact
•
points . The lo'ver dials are 5 l/4 in*
below the lower contact points, the rollers being 20 l/4 in. apart
vertically. The other yoke is provided '.vith fixed pins in place of
the rollers on tho first yoke. Upon these pins rest l/4-in. brass
pipes v;ith steel strips at the other end resting upon the rollers.
The dials are 4 in. in diameter, and by moans of a vernier scale
may be read to .0001 in.
The loads vrere applied by the slowest speed of the machine,
the downward movement of the head being at th-e rate of about .04
in. per minute. The load v/as applied in increments of 1000 lb., the
machine being stopped after each increment, and readings of the
extensometers and' deflections taken.

As tho toot procronr.ed tho boan war, carofully watched for
cracks and a record kopt of all cracks, ohov;ln/^ their poBition
and tho load at which they appeared.
Fig. 3.
5ide View. Sa^T^ -i-End \J\ev^.-^ ^es-/-.
Extensometer Apparatus

^o
III. 013S].]RVKD DATA.
In thin division oT tho work a diocuaaion will be made of
the action of each boain, telling where and at vfhat loads the
first sign of failure and the ultimate failure occurred, and
anything iinusual in the action of the beam. Fi^uroc will be
drawn showing tho positions of the main cracks
.
Beam No. -411.1 1-1-S mixture .OR o/o reinforcement.
The first visible cracks appeared near the center of the
span and near the north load-point at a load of GOOO lb. At
a load of 11170 lb. the beam failed, a large crack forming
6 in. to tho south of the center of the span. Upon applying
the load further the crack became wider and not until the
beam had deflected 2 in. did tho concrete crush on top.
i i I
--— 4
1 ii
Booo
,
^-^^^
t
Sketch showing Beam No. -411.1 after failure.
V

Beam No. 411. n l-l-f* mixture .00 o/o roinforcomont
.
The first hair crack appeared at the middle of the opan
at a load of 5000 lb. At a load of 6000 lb. nunorouo hair
cracks appeared near the north load-point, and at 7000 lb.
other hair cracks appeared at the F.out)i load-point. Those
cracks extended about half-way up the beam. At a load of 11000
lb. tho beam failed, the vortical crack at the center opening
up. A faster speed vms then put on the machine, and the beam
crushed on top at a load of 10200 lb., tho beam deflecting
about 1 1/4 in. more than at the time of failure.
1 ^
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v\LI]
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Sketch showing Beam Ho. -41 1.2 after failure.
Beam No. -411. 5 1-1-2 mixture .98 0/0 reinforcement.
At a load of 7150 lb. the first hair crack appeared near
the south load-point. At a load of 8175 lb. a crack appeared
near tho north load-point and a vertical crack appeared at
the middle of the span. Other hair cracks appeared near the
south load-point at loads of 11000 lb. and 11500 lb., and the
beam failed in tension at the vertical crack at tho center
at a maximum load of 13000 lb. The faster speed was then ap-
plied and the beam crushed on top at a load of 10300 lb., a
horizontal crack appearing slightly below the upper surface
of the beam. The derflection wan about 3/4 in. more than at

the timo of failure.
1
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Sketch showing Beam No.":411.5 after failure.
Beam No. -411. 6 1-1-2 ndxturo .98 o/o reinforcement.
At a load of 7000 lb. a vortical hair crack appeared noar
the north load-point and one near the center of the span. At
a load of 8000 lb. other hair cracks appeared at the center
and near the south load-point and at a point half-way betv/een
the center of the span and the lond-point . Other cracks appear-
ed at a load of 9000 lb., and at a load of 11300 lb. the beam
failed in tension, the vertical crack half-way between the
center and the south load-point opening up. The concrete crush-
ed at a load of 10000 lb. after deflecting about 1 in. further
than at the time of failure.
—
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Sketch showing Beam No.- 411.6 after failure.

Beam No. -412. 6 1-1 l/J3-5 raixturo .08 o/o reinforcornont
.
Tho first hair crack waa vortical and appoared at a load
of 5400 lb. at tho £50uth load-point. Other craclcs appoarod
near tho north load-point at a load of nr!00 lb. and at the cen-
ter and 3outh load-point at loads of 0000 lb. and 10000 lb. Tho
bearn failed in tension, tho crack vrhich appoarod at a load of
5400 lb. opening up at a load of linBf) lb. Tho beam wan crush-
ed on top at a load of 10300 lb. after deflecting about 3/4 in.
further than at the time of failure.
I 1
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Sketch showing 3ean No.-412.6 af failure.
Beam No. -413. 5 1-2-4 mixture .98 o/o reinforcement.
At a load of 11950 lb. the beam failed in tension, the
vertical tension crack appearing about 6 in. south of the cen-
ter of the span. The concrete crushed on top at a load of
10140 lb. after deflecting only slightly further than at the
time of failure.
i \

Beam No. -417. 5 1-^-4 mixture 1.53 o/o roinforcornont
.
Thoro wan no sign of failure until at a load of 12000 lb.
tho boam failod suddenly in diaf,onal tonoion. The nachino wan
stopped at a load of 12000 lb. to take readinf^s. The load was
again applied and before it incroacses any the beam failed, drop-
ping on tho machine without v/arning. The crack commenced at the
south support and extended diagonally toward the load-point as
shown in the figure.
,
'
i ^ i
,
Sketch showing Beam No. -417. 5 after failure.
Beam No. -417. 6 1-2-4- mixture 1.55 o/o reinforcement.
This bean failed in a manner similar to the failure of
Beam No. -417. 5, the failure coming without warning, at a load of
10520 lb. by diagonal tension. The crack commenced at tho bot-
tom of the beam about 2 ft. south of the soutli load-point, and
extended diagonally upv/ard to the load-point.
I * 1 1
1:
\
Sketch showing Boam No. -417. 6 after failure.
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Beam No. -414. 5 1-3-r) mixture .OR o/o rolnforcornont
.
The first hair craok appeared at the south lo-ul-point at a
load of 5000 lb. At a load of 7000 lb. another hair craclv ap-
peared at the north load-point, and the beam failed in dia/^onal
tension at a load of 7920 lb., the crack commencing near the top
of the beam at the north load-point and running diagonally down-
ward until it struck the reinforcement at a point 2 ft. north
of tho load -point. From this point the crack follo'.Ted the re-
inforcement to the north support. In taking the beam from the
machine, the concrete split entirely av;ay
I t 1
from the rods.
1
1
1
/T T- -1
Sketch showing Beam No. -414. 5 after failure. '
Beam No.- 414.6 1-3-6 mixture .98 o/o reinforcement.
At a load of 7800 lb. a short diagonal hair crack appeared
at a point 1 ft. to tho nortli of the north load-point, and anoth-
er one appeared a little to the north of the first one at a load
of 8100 lb. At a load of 8430 lb. the beam failed in diagonal
tension, the crack extending from a point at the bottom of the
beam 2 ft. north of the north load-point, diagonally upward to
the load-point.
V

Sketch showing Beam No* -414 ,6 after failure.
Beam No. -415. 5 1-4-8 mixture .98 o/o reinforcement.
This bean failed in compression at a load of 7000 lb., the
concrete crushing on top at the center of the span. The head
was then run down at a faster speed, the load dropping off
,
until at a load of 5200 lb. a horizontal crack appeared, com-
mencing at a point at the middle about S 1/2 in. below the top
surface of the beam, and extending about 1 ft. to the north. At
a load of 900 lb. horizontal cracks appeared near the bottom of
the beam at the center of the span and extending slightly past
the north load-point.
Sketch showing Beam No '-415.5 after failure.

%1
Beam No. -415. 6 1-4-n nixturo .00 o/n roinfnrconent
.
ThG boam faxled in diagonal tension at a load of nOOO lb.
without any preliminary sign of failure. The crack coninenced
at a point about 2 ft. south of the south load-point and ex-
tended diagonally upward to the load point. The beam dropping
on the machine caused the concrete to pull away from the rods.
Sketch showing Beam No .-415.6 after failure.
Beam No. -415.1 1-4-8 mixture .98 o/o reinforcement.
The first crack appeared about 2 ft. south of the south
load point at a load of 8600 lb. At a load of 0680 lb. the
beam failed in diagonal tension before the deflection for the
load could be read* The crack extended diagonally upward toward
the south load point from the first crack which appeared, and
also toward the left fro'n this crack, the concrete being strip-
ped from the bars, due to the beam falling on the machine.
i I
I1
1 .
1
1
1
T
Sketch showing Beam No. -415.1 after failure.

Beam No . -415 .2, 1-4-n mixture .98 o/o roinforcornent
.
The beam failed in a manner aimilar to the failure of Beam
No. -415.1, excepting that the "beam showod no si/';n of failure
until it dropped on tho nachino at a load of lb.
I ^ i
y 1
1
1
1
.
1
1
T
^—
Sketch shov/ing Beam No. -415. 2 after failure.
Beam No. -416. 5 1-5-10 mixture .98 o/o reinforoeraent
.
The beam failed in diagonal tension at a load of 5060 lb.
without shovring any preliminary sign of failure., The orack com-
menced at a point about 15 in. north of the north load point,
extending diagonally upward to the load point, and also to-
ward the north, tho crack following tho reinforcement.
1
1
1
1
1
1
V
1 T
Sketch showing Beam No* -416. 5 after failure*
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Bean No'-416.6 1-5-10 mixturo .9B o/o roinforcoment
.
The beam failed in diagonal tonoion at a load of 5B30 lb.
The craok extended from a point at the bottom of the beam about
18 in. south of the south load point, upward to the load point.
,
i 4 I
,
Sketch showing Beam No. -416. 6 after failure.
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DiQcuooion of Rooultc.
Table No. 9 containB the modulus of elasticity for each
bean as oalculatod from the teats. The average values of the mod- i
il
ulus of elasticity for different mixtures arc given. For the lean
mixture, 1-5-10, a value of 1,100,000 lb. per nq.in. was obtained;
for the 1-4-n mixture, 1,400,000 lb. per nq.in.; for the 1-3-6
mixture, 1,600,000 lb.per sq.in.; for the 1-2-4 mixture, 1,800,000
lb. per sq.in.; for the 1-1 1/2-3 mixture, 2, 460, 000 lb. per sq.in.,
and for the 1-1-2 mixture, 2,700,000 lb. per sq.in. These results
show clearly that the am.ount of cement in concrete has a direct
bearing upon the modulus of elasticity. The curve plotted on page
"38 hows the relation existing betv/eon the modulus of elasticity
and the proportion by ?/eight of the cement to the sand and stone.
This curve is practically a straight line, indicating that the
modulus of elasticity varies directly as the per-cent
of cement in the concrete, for the range of mixtures used.
In Bulletin No. 4 of the; University of Illinois Engineering
Experiment Station, the modulus of elasticity of a 1-3-6 mixture
is calculated to be about 2,000,000 lb. per sq.in. The result
obtained for this mixture, as shown above, is 1,600,000 lb. per
sq.in. This result agreer^ favorably x^lth given above. The values
in the bulletin \7ere given in round numbers.
Comparisons may also be made with the modulus of elasticity
obtained in the column tests, as shovm in Bulletin No. 4, hereto-
fore mentioned. For a 1-2-4 mixture the average modulus of elas-
ticity obtained was 2,200,000 lb,per sq.in., as compared with
1,800,000 lb. per* sq.in. obtained from the beam tests. From the
coliimn tests at the Watertovni Arsenal, the value "8,500,000 lb.
per Sq.in. was obta,ined. These last tests were made on pebble

conorote 1015 days old. Obviouoly, the conditions worn entirely
difforont in tlie column tcBtn and tho "boam tostB, and bho oamo
value could not bo anticlpatod. However, the variation iB not
largo.
Many of the beamo of a fairly rich mixture did not stress the
steel to its yield point, but broke by diagonal tension. This
naturally loads t^ an investigation of the vertical shear in
these beams, as the shear developed may be taken as a measure
of the diagonal-tensile stresses. 5'he forriula,v = V/bd* was
used in obtaining the shears. In Table No. 8 are found the val-
ues of the vertical shear for all beams, and the manner of fail-
ure. The curve on page37shows the relation between the verti-
cal shear and the percent by weight of cement to the sum of the
weights of the sand and stone, in the beams that failed by diag-
onal tension. This curve also rg^embles a straight line, and it
is of interest to note that if extended on dovai, it would nearly
meet the zero point for both coordinates. Prom this curve it
m.ay be said that the maximum vertical shear is proportional to
the ratio by weight of the cement to the sum of the weights of
the sand and stone.
In the beams that broke by tension in the steel the maximum
vertical shear was not developed. This is seen by comparing the
vertical shear in the beams of tho 1-1-2 mixture, which failed
by tension, with the vertical shear in the Beams of the 1-2-4
mixture, which failed by diagonal tension. It is seen that in
the richer mixture ':e vortical she"^ was about Tb.-nor po.lr!,
while for the leaner mdxture S-bout 80 Id.jjOi' sq.in. was de-
veloped. This clearly sh'ovrs that in the beams whic^i failed by
tension in the steel the maximum vertical shear v/as not fuj.ly

developod.
In tho oamo table arr the caloulatod ntroRSon in the nteel.
The two methods uood gave ronultc v/hicli chGokod favorably. In
stressoB calculated from the resisting raomont, tho v^eight of the
beam itself and of tho I-boan used in losdin^;. Is nof^lected. The
addition of these loads v/ould tend to increase the amount of the
Stress in the steel. The assumption is made that the concrete
does not take tensile stress, but this is not true, except in
the case of pure tension failures. This error would tend to com-
pensate the one previously mentioned. The yield point of steel
is exceeded only in the boams which failed by tension. Taking
the value found, 31,500 lb. per sq.in., as the yield point, it is
seen that in all other failures tlie steel could have taken more
stress.
The results of the tests, taken as a whole, are satisfactory,
and bring out clearly the variations of the modulus of elastic-
ity for various mixtures. In tho case of the 1-1 1/2-3 mixture,
one of the two beams made v;as broken in handling. The value cal-
culated from tho other beam is high, and is not the average of
two tests, as were the others.
An investigation of the average deflections for the different
m.ixtures may also bo made, as they show in a v/ay the relative
stiffness of the beams of different mixtures. It was found that
the beams of the lean mixtures did not deflect as much an did
those of the richer mixtures. For. the 1-5-10 mixture the deflec-
tion at the center was ,30 in. at the maximum load, v/hile a de-
flection of .60 in. was noticed for the 1-1-2 mixtur,e at its
maximum load. Considering a certain load, as v^OOo'^lb", and com-
paring the deflection for each beam, it is seen that vrhile the

mixburo , doriectod only ,16 In., tho 1-5-10 mixt\ire defloc-
ted nearly ,30 in. This 8}iow3 that the rich mixturefl hove great-
er e.tiffnesa than the lean nixturea.
If further tootc were to be nade along thio line, vre would
suggest that at least four beams of each mixture be tested, for
the reason that mo,ny influences, such as storage, uniformity of
mixture, handling, and testing, may cause wide variations in the
results, and the greater the number of beams tested, the more
trustworthy will be tho results obtained. Also, to determine more
accurately the modulus of elasticity, the ultimate unit deform-
ation for each mixture should be determined. This could be done
by testing beams reinforced with sufficient stool and in such a
manner that the beams would fail by compression in the concrete.
If this were done it would not be necessary to assume .002 as the
ultimate uxiit deformation for every mixture, as v/as done in this
work
.
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Explanation of Tables. >
Table No. 8 .
In this table may be found the mixturt^ and maxlmuir. applied
loaci for oach beam. For thia maximum load tfie vortical ohear
waG found for each beam. Under the heading;,, "load considered" are
the loads for which the Btresner. in the steel vrero calculated.
For example, for Beam No. 411.5, the load considered vtslq 10000
lb. The formula for calculating the n tress in the steel from the
resisting moment is, S = 24 W/d(l-.?}f3k)A, in which the v^as
taken as 10000 lb., the "k" and "d" also depending upon this
load. I'he stress calculated from, the deformation v/as obtained
by means of the formula, S = E 5 , in which the unit deforra-
s s
ation was taken for the load of 10000 lb.
Table No. 9 .
This table contains the calculated modulus of elasticity
for each beam, for q = l/4 and q = l/2 .As before stated, the
assumption v/as made that the ultimate unit deformation for each
beam was .002 . Then for q = l/4 the unit deformation .0005
was considered and the applied load and value of "k" found for
this deformation. With this value of "k", the modulus of elas-
ticity was calculated as described in Part I • For q = l/S, the
modulus was found in the same manner, using .001 as the unit
deformation.
The values under the heading "Mean E" were an average of
the results for each mixture, excluding those values v/hich seemed
to be in error.
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Table No. 8 .
Data and Calculated Rosults for Reinforced Concrete Beams.
^Boam
'
1
Uixturo Maxiinum Load Nout 4 Vert Calculated atresu T
~
'1
Manner
No
.
aDTillBdJks ^ V> cons Id- Axl a Shear in 8teol-lb.3q.in * of
load erod k V Ti
1
I'rora From Failure
j
lbs. lbs
.
Da Resisting Deformation
Moment
411.5 1-1-2 13000 10000 .395 94 36800
1
31800 ' Tension
411.6 1-1-2 11130 10000 .395 81 35500 38550 do
.
411 .
1
1-1-2JL -A. f-j 11170 11000 .380 81 38900 40800 do
411.
S
1-1-2 11000 10000 4 415 81 35600 36600 do
41P .6 1-1 i/r>
118R5 11000 400 86 39100 43500 do
413 .F) 1-2-4 11950 10000X.w \J \J \J • 47 5 90 36400 33900 do
417 .5 12000 12000 .550 93 29000 27750 Diag.Teni
417 .6 l_p,_4. 10520 10000 • 610 83 24600 26000 do
414.5 1-3-6 7920 7000 .470 59 do
414.6 l-"-6 R430 8000 .550 65 30000 31050 do
415.1 1-4-B 8680 8000 .540 67 29900 27500 do
415.2 1-4-8 7220 7000 .560 56 26600 24200 do
415.5 1-4-n 7000 6000 .560 54 22300 23550 Compress
«
415 .6 1-4-B 8000 8000 .497 61 29600 31350 Di3.g»Ten.
416 .5 1-5-10 5060 4000 .560 39 15000 IPSOO do
416 .6 1-5-10 5830 5000 .500 40 18500 18000 do
211.1 1-1 l/£ ;
213-3
211.2 do 136
212.1 1-2-4 148
212.2 1-2-4 154
212.5 1-2-4 115
212.6 1-2-4 126
Note t - All of the bearrs had .98 0/0 reinforcement, vrith the
exception of Beams No. -417. 5 and No. -417. 6, T/-hich had 1.53 0/0
reinforcement.
The results for the last six beans marked(*) v;ere obtained
from the thesis of Chester Alva Forem.an, Carl James and Lecn
Browning Kinsey of the Class of 1907 of the University of Illinois.
These beams vrere made of Chicago AA Portland cement.

Table No. 9.
Modulua of Elasticity for Different I.iixturoo.
A a VP UXXtLlX t? 1/4 1 =: 1/2
ivium 1 HiVK E V E
A1 1^±± • O X —X— »j . 0.7 2j,500,000 * O.'O 2, 730 ,000
4.1 1 P,
*r X ± • D QO A1 S p
,
175,000 2, 830,000
CIO . Oc»U 2,,594,000 o 830,000
*x X X • Ci U.U • Trv.' «J 2j, 270 ,000 2, 240,000 2.700 .000
AT P.^tXo • o X— X Xf
.405 2j,270 .000 .400 2, 650,000 2.460 .000
*r X <.J . I ' 1 A ~ AAn Ij,850,000 A«n 820,000
AT 7 ^^
*xS. 1 . o ao Ij>960 .000 A<=!n 1, 830 .000
AT 7 A
*r X / . D QO Ij,580,000 1, 460,000
14 .t.J JL £ »-< »* do -475 1),500,000 .472 1, 700,000
O XI • Ow do Ar;r» Ij,800,000 A«^n 1> 930,000
314. 1« do .450 Ij,800,000 .430 2, 180,000 1,900,000
414.5 1-3-6 .440 1,,850,000 .460 1, 820,000
414.6 do .475 Ij,500,000 .500 1, 430,000 1,600,000'
415.1 1-4-8 .485 Ij,410,000 .505 1* 390,000
415.2 do .530 Ij,132,000 .54-0 1, 120,000
415.5 do .480 Ij,445,000 .510 1, 350,000
415.6 do .455 1 ,685,000 .480 1, 600,000 1,400,000
416.5 1-5-10 .530 1,,132,000
416.6 do .520 Ij,144,000
1
1,100,000
Note
:
- The data on the three beans marked (?«•) , were secured
from the thesis of Stanley Worcester Galhuly, Wilfred Lewis and
Roy Austin Miller of the Class of 1907 of the University of
Illinois.

DIKTZQCN eO.. CHICAGO.
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IV. CONCLUGIONn,
From tho provlous difJctiisGion tho follov/'inj;, conolur.ionB nay
be derived:
Firat - From the curve on page 38 it ia readily seen that
tliere is a certain relation exlGting betv/oen the different mix-
tures of concrete, and the noduluB of elasticity. Values of
1,000,000 lb. per sq.in. for a 1-5-10 mixture, to 700, 000 lb.
per sq,|n. for a 1-1-2 mixture were obtained.
Second - The curve mentioned above in practically a straight
line, indicating that the modulus of elasticity is directly pro-
portional to the amount of cement in the mixture, for the range
of mixtures used.
Third - As many of tho beams failed by diagonal tension, the
vertical shears in the beams vrere investigated. The values ob-
tained were low, that for a 1-5-10 mixture being 40 lb.per sq.in.,
and for a 1-1 1/2-3 mixture, 170 lb .per sq.in. The curve on page
3T indicates that the average ultimate vertical shear developed,,
is proportional to the amount of cement in the mixture.
Fourth - The tensile stress in the steel v/as calculated by
two methods, the results obtained agreeing favorably. For mix-
tures 1^3-6, 1-4-B and 1-5-10, the steelwas not stressed to the
yield point, showing that the percent of reinforcement should
be reduced for the most economical construction.
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V. ORTGINAI. READINGS AND CURVKG.
Tableo.
In tho follovAing part are given the original readings and
a part of the derived valuen for tho "beamn . Tho firnt column
gives the applied load in pounds and does not include the weight
of tho beam or of the loading apparatus. Tho column headed "De-
flection" does not contain the original readings from the scale
but the deflections from tho position of zero load. In the
columns headed "Original Extensomotor Readings" are given the
original readings of the four extensometers . The sub-headings
indicate the four extensom.etors . I and III are the upper ex-
tensometers and II and IV the lo\ver. In the two columns headed
"Deformation" are given the deformations per unit of length for
the fiber indicated in the sub-heading, computed T^ith reference
to zero deformation at the first zero or applied load, by the
methods explained on page 3 . The last column gives tho posit-
ion of the neutral axis for each applied load.

Al
Beam No. 411.5 1-1-j: mixture.
'Applied 'Defloc- Extensometer ReadlngB. Neutral*'Deforrhation
,
load t ion upper 1 iVXl B
ID. in • T1 T T T TT111 X V 1 1 Der O U {3©X
t -
A.
.
' iUUu /6a .0005 .0008 .0008 .0015 OOOOOt^•uuuuuo ooooo. UUUU <3
2000 .02 .0036 .0036 .0039 .0046 .0000475 .00005 .460
,
3000 .03 ^0*70. UU f (J On<5Q. UU oo 00^7/1. \J\i ( H: oono .000093 .00009 .495
t Af\r\r\
.05 Olio OT on. U X L'O m 1 n. U 1 Ir^ 1 or;.U Xci*.} . UUU l«i.J . uUi; idO
1 OUUU • 08 01 no• u xnu o 1 no. U Xo<> o 1 no. U XO v7 001 P"^ 000'">0»7 r: OOOOA7 R 4.77
OUUU • 1* .0266 .0305 .0284 .0341 ooo'^i n. >..'UUoXO OOOA1
n
. UU XO 4.'''^0• **OU
7000 .18 .0362 .0443 .0385 .0475 •0C0418 ' .000587' •400/"-
8000 • 27 .0459 .0570 .0483 .0603 .00052 ^ .000791/ • 395t/
9000
,10000
.32
.37 .0773 .0645 . wO X»J .000688 .00106 .390
111 nr>n .0700
• 0078 .0729 .onp"^ ooom OO 1 1 1
R
. v.-*U X .L X O APO
' 1 onnn /t ^ p;
.0988 .0815 . 1 O'^fi. ±.\J %JK} ^^00007 R>.UUUO 1 O OO 1 Rr;. U X »^ CjO . tjyu
X OUUU
1
• olU • 1603 .1093 . 1 r.7Q. X V / ;7
i
No. 411.6 1-1 -?* X o ulXyv u U.X c .
'
'!
1moo .0034 .0039 .003? .0000'=i .00003R
v_/ >^W .0074 .0067 .0077 .0067 000007*^ 00007Pi RRO. OOU
. V./ o .0106 .0120 .01 07 -0001 ^4- -0001 PR
1
*iUUU OO .0173 .0165 .0178 .#164 OOO*^*^. UUU <oO OOO 1 O• UUU xy o • OOO
5000 .155 .0287 .0328 .0297 .0327 .00034-7.^ .000417 .450
6000 .215 •0398 .0400 .0410 .0486 .0004675 .000632 • 420
7000 .275 .0488 .0605 .0506 .0615 .000555 .000817 .405
8000 .335 .0579 • 0738 .0600 .0739 .000647r> .000990/ .395 u-^
9000 .390 .0od9 .0844 .0690 . Urior) .000750 f .0011377 .395 ti*^*
lUUUU yl /I r; • u / «lO • 0959 .0782 • uy (\j • (300850 .001285 ^ r\ c• 395
1 ±UUU • OUO • Uo'i'i .1078 .0879 . xuyy .UU 14-DO • 390
111 'xrs
• OOU
No. 411.1 1 i-T—
P
X""X"*<Q luXXXiUZ u .
xuuu • UoU OOPR .0022 .0032 OOOo 00004.'^. UUUU'xO OOOO*^. UUUU O R<^0
'
. ODU
oUUU .U**U * 007<1• UU 1 *! .0061 .0084 oonR OOO 1 O*^. UUU XU O oooon";. UUUUoo R4.0
OUUU • \J f o 01 ^50 .0122 .0138 OOO 1. U UU XD O OOO 1 An. UU V./ Xoo . *rOO
^UUU TOR. xuo 01 QO .0213 .0234 0000(^0. UUU<iDU OOO PQ R.UUU /0»0
• xou .0268 .0315 .0309 .0375 OOO'^'^R. UUU OOU OOO^-R*^. UUU'-tOO -4.PO
6000 oori .0349 .0428 .0403 .0500 .000420 .000618 .405
7000 • 265 • 0422 .0532 .0484 .0614 .000498
1
.000775^ .390^
ROOO .330 .0495 .0631 .0568 .0724 .000580 .009130 .390
9000 • 370 .057d .0730 .0648 .0830 .000660 .001045 .387
10000 •420 .0640 .0823 .0727 .0925 .000745 .001180 .390
11000 •480 .0721 .0944 .0826 .1067 .000825 •001360^ .380/
11170 .—
1
1

Beam No. 411.2 1-1-2 mixture.
'
1Applierl Dofleo- Rxtennonotor RoadincB. Dofornation. 1 reutral
load tton m. T T r\ v»uppuz Axio
lb. in . T1 TTJ. J. T T T111 TV1 V k
1000 .025 .OUoo om 'K OOOOP7 ^ OOOO'^O .460
2000 .040 OOVI. K) \) 1 X. OO i^iO . wWU t -0000075 .000067 .490
3000 .065 on po «01 07 . OORP .01 24 -0001000 .000145 .460
4000 • 110 .Uloo .4f^0
5000 .155 .0305 .0312 .0250 .0336 .0003250 .000423 .430
6000 .230 .0401 .0455 .0352 .0467 .0004220 .000613 .405
7000 » (J I \j .0502 .0579 .0448 .0592 .0005040/ .000781^ .405
8000 .330 .0591 .0691 i0534 t0702 .0006270 4000925 '.405
9000 .385 .0680 .0799 .0'^20 .Of'll .000'^200 .001070 .400
10000 .440 .0760 .0906 o r~jr\ o .0918 .0008220 1 oon. UU lo<oU .400
11000 *510 .0862 .1037 • UoUa .1047 .0009500 nr» 1 Ton .415
Beam No. /I 1 o *^4-i<d • t
)
1-1 1/2-3 mixt
1000 .020 .0049 .0039 r\r\A 1 .0044 '.0000575 .540
2000 .040 .0101 .00P3 . UU ^7 X .0098 .000125 U .LXO .505
3000 .075 .0157 .0159 rs 1 An. U l^to .0162 .000193 oon T 07 .490
4000 .115 .0237 .0250 « U/S<o / .0264 .000278 oon '^pn .445
5000 .160 .0319 .0367 -031?• vV t_J _L .0380 .000365 .000487 .425
6000 .220 .0412 .0494 .0407 .0498 .000463'- .000652> .410 ^
7000 .280 .0500 .0613 .0494 .0613 .000555 .000818 .400
OUUvJ .0537 .0726 .0580 .0723 .000650 .000970 aoo
9000 .395 1 .0609 .0850 .0679 .0845 .000750 .001130 .400
' 10000 .455 .0786 .0968 .0774 .0957 .000875 .001270 .405
11000 .520 .0889 .1093 .0876 .1075 .000985 .001450 .400 V
11085 .600
Beam No. 413.5 1-2-4 mixture.
1000 r0l5 .0035 .0036 .0032 .0034 •000043 .000043 • 500
2000 *030 .0080 .0078 .0076 .0075 .000097 .000093 .510
3000 *070 .0139 .0143 .0130 .0135 .000167 .000175 .490
4000 *115 .0228 .0253 .0212 .0140 .0003:68 •000315 .455
5000 *170 .0328 .0372 .0308 .0358 .000375 .000470 '•445
6000 #220 .0425 .0483 .0398 .0461 .000485 •000 5OR .440.
7000 #275 .0525 .0593 .0487 •0564 •000590 .000750 .440"^
8000 #330 .0627 .0697 .0578 • 0669 .000708 .000880 .445
9000 #390 .0729 .0803 .0670 • 0754 .OOOSBO .0009-^0
10000
.455 .0838 .0913 .0768 .0859 .000963 ^ •001130- .460"V
11000
.520 .0901 .1023 .0870 .0961 .001070 .001223 .465
11950
.655

Boam No. 417.5 1-2-4 mixture.
Appl led Del IGO- KxtenDoraetor Roadincs Deformation N ©u ax
load "tion in. Upper I iiXi. 13
ID. In. I II III
1
IV fiber
—
.
Steel K.
lUUU .0049 .0028
1
.0014 .0033 .000043 .000033
cUUU . U«5tO .0091 .0077 .0042 .0079 .000073^ .000105
'
Ann
oUvJU .U . .0149 .0127 .0097 .0132 .000153 .000163 Ann y
*UUU • XUU .0209 .0187 .0160 .0199 .000230 .000238 /LQn
OUUU . XOO .0271 .0248 .0223 .0259 .000310 .000310 AO ^
dUUU • I/O .0348 .0318 .0297 .0336 .000405 : .000395 . ouo
fUUU .0422 .0385 .0370 .0410 .000498
1
.000485-
8000 .260 .0505 .0458 .0454 .0491 .000610 ^ .000570V .515/
9000 .300 .0591 .0634 .0541 .0570 .000723 .000663 .520
10000 .355 . U D / o .0614 .0637 .0655 .000835 .000760 .520
11000 .410 .0761 .0702 .0750 .0745 .000^^65^ .000858 . 527
12000 .480 .0868 .0786 .0862 .0811 .001130 .000925 .550
Beam No. 417.6 1-r1-4 mixture.
1000 • 020
r
j
.0037 ' .0029 .0040 .0033 .000050^ .000030^^ a DUU »
dUUU .U4U .0084 .0070 .0008 .0076 .000115 .000080 • OoU
oUUU .U fU- .0140 .0122 .0145 .0130 .000190 .000140 . ODO
^UUU . JLUU .0212 .0194 .0218 .0199 i.000285 .000225 . ooo
OUUU . loU .0293 .0278 .0302 .0282 .000385 .000325 • D'i-U
8000WWW N-/ .190 .0368 .0395 .0368 .000510^/ .000428V .540^
7000 .250 .0497 .0461 .0501 .0459 .000655 .000538 .547
8000 .310 .0626 .0565 .0626 .0560 .000825 .000643 .560
9000 .375 .0743 .0666 .0763 .0664 .001025 .000750 , .570
10000 .460 .0936 .0800 .0954 1.0792
.001280\J .00086R V .595
10520
i 1
Beam No. 414.5 1-3-6 mixture.
1000
1
1
.025
'
1
.0045 .0047
1
.0047
I
.0045 .0000475
1
. 000(^425
\
.520
2000 .065 .0119 .0132 .0108 .0124 .000138 .000165 .440
3000 .105 .0199 .0223 .0189 .0219 .000228 .000290 .440
4000 .155 .0289 .0333 .0278 .0325 .000333 .000425 .430
5000 .210 .0384 .0438 .0371 .0432 .000440^ .000555^ .440 ^
6000 .270 .0436 .0545 .0468 .0541 .000555 .000705\ .440.
7000 .330 .0595 .0656 .0572 .0650 .000693^ .000833^ .450'-
7920 .420
I

Boam No. 414.6 1-3-6 mixture.
Applied
t
Deflec- Extenooraetor Roadingo. Deformation Neutral
load tion in. Upper Axis
lb. in. I II
1
III IV fiber Steel k
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
8000
.030
.065
.130
.190
.1350
.325
.395
.485
.0062
.0136
.0233
.0336
.0455
.0585
.0728
.0917
.0053
.0133
.0245
.0362
.0485
.0614
.0740
.0890
h
.0055
.0130
.0227
.0332
.0451
.0578
.0720
.0904
1
.0057
.0136
.0248
.0361
.0475
.0599
.0723
.0866
.000075
.000200
.000288
.000405
.000553^
.000713
.000910^
.001175
.000065
.000165• V/ \^ \y
_v>
.000308
L.000453
^000595^
.000758
'.00089 3'
.001035
.520
.500
.480
.470
.485
.505 ^
.530
8430 .565
Beam No. 415.1 1-4-8 mixture.
1000 .030 .0034 .0046 .0041 .0054 .000040 .000068 .350
2000 .075 .0117 .0127 .01-18 .0132 .000140 .000168 .450
3000 .120 •0216 .0227 .0214 .0233 .000265 .000288 .480
4000 .180 .0312 .0328 .0311 .0336 .000383 .000412 .480
5000 .245 .0418 .H31 .0417 .0441 .0005151.000543^r .487^
6000 .305 .0522 .0531 .0527 .0545 .000658 .000663 .495
7000 .375 .0639 .0633 .0647 .0655 .000810 .000788 .505
8000 .455 .0776 .0752 .0788 .0776 .000995^ .000918- .520 ^
8680
Beam No. 415.2 1-4-8 mixture.
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
7220
.030
.080
.130
.190
.260
.330
.410
.0064
.0164
• 0266
• 0378
.0495
.0625
.0775
.0053
.0137
.0239
.0345
.0454
.0560
.0674
.0060
.0162
.0267
.0380
.0502
.0631
.0779
.0045
.0155
.0265
.0379
.0494
.0612
.0731
.000085
.000218
.000348
.000490*
.000648
.000815^
.001023
.000050
.000168
^000295
.000425^
.000560
.000685^
.000808
.620
.550
.537
.530^
.535
.540^^
.555
]Beajn No . 415.
E
) 1-4-8 mixture.
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
.035
^070
.120
.185
.-250
.432
.^70
.0047
.0131
.0250
.0340
.0452
..0617
.0920
.0048
.0146
.0243
.0358
.0473
.0614
.0810
.0051
.0139
.0242
.0361
.0491
.0665
.0998
.0053
.0146
.0262
.0390
.0517
.0673
.0918
.000060
.000165
.000290
.000427V
.000580
.000805^
.001260
.000050
.000180
.000315
.000465^'
.000613
.000785V
.000983
.500
.470
.475
.480 ^
.485
.507-
^560

46^
•Beam No. 415.6 1-4-0 mixture.
AppllOQ
load
ID.
Doi ieo-
bion
in •
Extensoraetor Readings.
•
Deformation ] 1 euLrai.
in Upper
fiber SteelI II III IV
lUUU .Ouno • 00o2 .0056 .0056 .UUUUoo .000075 .460
2000 .080 .0149 .0172 .0144 .0155 .000178 .000210 .450
3000 .140 .0248 .02F9 .0230 .0258 .000290 .000345 .450
4000 .190 .0350 .0405 .0323 .0360 .000408 •000488 .455
5000 .250 .0452 .0516 .0429 .0461 .000525
V
'.0006201i .457 ''^
6000 .315 .0569 .0638 .0543 .0572 .000628 .000768 .465
7000 .390 .0696 .0760 .0668 .0690 .oonn^p^j .000908^ .480
8000 .480 .0850 .0898 .0824 .0820 .001065 .001045 .497
Beam No. 416.5 1-5-10 mixture.
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
5060
.030
.080
.145
.200
.285
.370
.0061
.0148
.0252
.0374
.0520
1
1
.0049
.0139
.0246
.0361
.0476
1
'
.0062
.0150
.0258
.0375
.0513
1
.0059
.0148
.0250
.0353
.0461
.000080
.000193
.00038^
.000485^
.000688^
.000060
.000168
.000295
.000418^
.000504
.560
.520
.520
.530^/
.560
Beam No. 416.6 1-5-•10 mixture.
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
.040
.090
.145
.215
.290
.0061
.0083
.0120
.0230
.0235
.0067
.0167
.0268
.0378
.0493
.0072
.0175
.0284
.0346
.0433
.0077
.0215
.0395
.0414
.0536
.000093
.000228^'^
.000373
.000420
.000600
.000080
.0001951
.000313
.000475
.000605
,
.540
.540^
.470 K
.495^.
5030
Note : - In Beam No. 416.6 the readings of Dials No. 2 and No.
3
only were used, as the others were evidently in error.
\
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